
BOLUS INSTRUCTIONS

Step 1:

Step 3: Step 4:

Step 2:

ANTIBODY DRIVEN IMMEDIATE IMMUNITY AGAINST BACTERIAL & VIRAL SCOURS

Release Bolus

Secure calf
Straddle the calf between your legs
Hold calf against your thigh with head up

Insert Balling Gun

Angle balling gun to the left until you 
feel it on your thigh Rubbing neck will induce 

swallowing reflex

*Best sign a calf has swallowed the bolus:  
     he/she will lick lips and nose*

Release bolus by depressing
balling gun plunger

Keep calf’s head up until he/she swallows

Open the calf’s mouth
Insert balling gun

Insert Bolus into the 
First Defense  Balling Gun

Your fingers on the balling gun handle 
should graze calf’s teeth

ATTENTION! DO NOT GIVE BOLUS IF:

Calf can gasp and suck in the bolus before it is 
properly placed.

Calf is laying down, bucking or struggling.

Place long skinny end into base of gun

*Bolus needs to be in the feeding tube before 
ejecting from the balling gun.  If the Bolus is 
ejected too soon (in the mouth/throat), it’s like 
giving a child a marble - you risk choking.* 

TO RECEIVE A FREE BALLING GUN CALL 1-800-466-8235
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GEL TUBE INSTRUCTIONS

ANTIBODY DRIVEN IMMEDIATE IMMUNITY AGAINST BACTERIAL & VIRAL SCOURS

FirstDefenseCalfHealth.com 800.466.8235 Find us on
  NASDAQ: ICCC

Step 1:

Step 3:
Remove cap, place tip at the back of 
the throat, toward the cheek pocket

Take gel tube out of refrigerator
Step 2:

Secure calf
Hold calf against your thigh with head up

Gel Tube can go straight from the
refrigerator into the calf

Administer after birth for immediate immunity with guaranteed antibody levels in every dose

GO
or

Rotavirus Coronavirus K99+ E. coliCoronavirus K99+ E. coli

Protocol Tracker: Blue dye is non-digestible serving as a tracker through the system to ensure calf  
received treatment.

Initiate the plunger and over a few seconds, slowly 
squeeze entire tube contents into the calf’s mouth, 
ensuring the calf swallows all of the gel
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First fecal stool after administration will be blue-green in color.

Coronavirus K99+ E. coli

Massage calf’s throat while holding
its head up to get the calf to swallow

Step 4:
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